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ABSTRACT 
Hardware masking is a side-channel countermeasure 
technique that randomizes the internal values of a digital 
circuit. Masking requires the use of random signals, called 
masks, which need to remain a secret within the circuit 
implementation. In currently known masking techniques, 
the circuit power consumption and the mask value are 
correlated. Using this correlation in a so-called higher-
order attack, an attacker may be able to remove the effect 
of the mask value, and subsequently break the masking 
scheme. In this paper, we present a technique to reduce the 
correlation and to mitigate attacks on masking. The strong 
point of our approach is its simplicity. Small, functionality-
preserving modifications to the netlist of a circuit are 
sufficient to make the attack fail. We demonstrate our 
technique on bit-level masked digital logic, and show how 
it can be extended to more complex cases.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Side-channel attacks are passive, non-intrusive attacks on 
the trustworthy operation of a secure embedded system. 
An attacker measures externally observable properties of 
the system, and uses those measurements to infer the 
internal circuit state. Several statistical techniques have 
been proposed to process the measurement data, including 
simple power analysis (SPA), differential power analysis 
(DPA) [1], and templates [2]. These attack techniques 
differ by the amount of measurements needed and the 
required amount of a priori knowledge on the circuit 
internals. 

In hardware implementations, side-channel resistant logic 
is able to mitigate side-channel attacks, at least partially. 
Side-channel resistant logic removes the correlation 
between the circuit power consumption and the internal 
circuit state, so that power measurements are no longer 
useful for side-channel analysis. The two techniques for 
side-channel resistant logic are hiding (making the power 
consumption constant) and masking (making the power 
consumption random) [3]. In this paper, we are proposing 
an improvement to hardware masking. 

Hardware masking uses random mask signals to transform 
data signals into masked signals, which are uncorrelated to 
the original data. The circuit operations are implemented in 
terms of these masked signals. Previous research has 
demonstrated that masking is possible at the gate-level 
[4][5] as well as at the operation-level [6][7]. There are 
two known security risks for hardware masking: circuit-
level timing issues, and higher-order attacks. This 
contribution will focus on low-cost mitigation of higher-
order attacks; some solutions against circuit-level timing 
issues can be consulted in [8][9][10]. 

Higher-order attacks remove the effect of masking by 
combining multiple measurements that share a common 
mask signal [11]. Because the mask value is shared, the 
joint distribution of these measurements is no longer 
independent of the unmasked data signals. In a higher-
order attack, the masking effect is deteriorated based on 
this joint distribution, and the circuit can be analyzed in a 
classic SPA/DPA. 

Higher-order attacks on hardware are easy because each 
side-channel measurement reflects information for the 
entire circuit. Thus, if two masked circuit nodes use the 
same mask value, we can directly obtain the joint 
distribution for these nodes from the overall power 
consumption. A framework for higher-order attacks on 
masked hardware was presented by Waddle in [12]. Since 
then, practical implementations have been presented on 
several different forms of circuit-level and operation-level 
masking [13][14][15]. 

The traditional mitigation of higher-order attacks is to use 
multiple, independent mask signals. However, this 
becomes expensive very quickly. In the limit, this would 
require a unique mask signal for each circuit node that 
needs to be masked, which represents a significant circuit 
cost. Instead, we propose a different approach: we present 
a simple, functionality-preserving transformation on the 
netlist of a masked circuit so that the resulting power traces 
are harder to use in a higher-order attack. We call our 
technique an equalization technique because of its effect 
on the probability mass function of the power consumption. 



The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we 
describe a standard masking technique called Boolean 
masking, and we describe the effects of masking on the 
power probability density function. This will provide 
insight to the equalization technique described in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we present the results of our method by 
analyzing the side-channel resistance of a masked circuit, 
and in Section 5 we conclude the paper. 

2. BOOLEAN HARDWARE MASKING 
In this section, we analyze the power probability mass 
function (PMF) (power here is represented by integers) 
resulting from Boolean Hardware Masking. This analysis 
will then lead to the equalization method.  

2.1 Single-bit masking 

First, consider the masking of a single bit wire a.  

maam ⊕=  (1)

In this equation, am is the masked data wire, a is the 
unmasked data wire and m is the mask. For each new data 
value a, the mask m will take on a random value from 
{0,1}. A masked hardware circuit will process masked 
data am, and perform its intended operation without ever 
revealing the value of the unmasked data a. Clearly, if m is 
random, then am is uncorrelated to a. As a result, the power 
signature of a masked circuit is uncorrelated to the 
unmasked data a.  

However, to obtain side-channel resistance, m needs to 
remain secret. A secret m implies that we cannot extract 
any information about a from observing am. For example, 
choosing a pseudo-random sequence for m is sufficient to 
obtain a statistically uniform distribution for am. However, 
if it is possible to predict this pseudorandom sequence, 
then we would still be able to obtain the trace of the 
unmasked data a. We also note that a perfect prediction of 
m is not required for a successful attack on a masked 
circuit - an estimate is sufficient. A correct estimation of m 
means that one is able to predict the correct value of m 
with a probability higher than 0.5.  

In case of a single-bit masking scheme on a larger netlist, 
am and a become vectors, with each entry representing a 
wire of the circuit. In Boolean hardware masking, all wires 
use the same mask bit, so that we now may write 

m⊕= aam  (2)

For side-channel analysis applications based on energy, we 
are interested in the Hamming weight of am, the number of 
'1' bits in am. The Hamming weight HW is a useful model 
for an attack that uses the average power consumption over 
short periods, e.g. one clock cycle. We will now analyze 
the PMF of the Hamming weight of am for two different 
cases. Each case makes a different assumption on the PMF 
of the Hamming weight of a. We assume that m is a 

uniformly distributed random signal, i.e. P(m=0) = P(m=1) 
= 0.5. 

2.2 Case 1: Masking a uniform random signal 

Assume that the netlist has N wires, so that there are N 
signals to mask. 

{ }110 ,...,, −= Naaaa  (3)

In this case, the lowest and highest Hamming weight for a 
is 0 and N respectively. If a is a uniformly random vector, 
then each of the elements in a is an independent random 
bit. In that case, the PMF of the Hamming weight of a is 
given by the well-known binomial distribution. 
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The masked signal am is given by  

{ }mamama Nm ⊕⊕⊕= −110 ,...,,a  (5)

When the mask bit is 0, then am is equal to a. When the 
mask bit is 1, then am contains the inverted bits of a. This 
means that the PMF for HW(am) is related to the PMF for 
HW(a). The effect of masking on the PMF for HW(am) is 
graphically illustrated in Figure 1. The PMF of HW(am) is 
the combination of two copies of the PMF for HW(a), for 
m=0 and m=1 respectively. These sub-PMFs are mirror 
images of each other. Indeed, assume that the Hamming 
weight of a, HW(a), would be k when m=0, then HW(a) 
for the same circuit state would be N-k when m=1. This is 
simply a consequence of single-bit masking, which flips all 
the bits of a. However, since the unmasked PMF for HW(a) 
is already symmetric around N/2, the two sub-PMF 
perfectly overlap when forming the overall PMF for 
HW(am). Therefore, the PMF of HW(am) looks identical to 
that of HW(a.).  

This perfect overlap is important to make single-bit 
masking effective as a side-channel countermeasure. To 
illustrate this, assume that we take a power sample of am, 
for which HW(am) = j. In order to perform a successful 
side-channel analysis, we need to obtain an estimate for the 
unmasked Hamming Weight HW(a). However, it is 
impossible to make a correct estimate, since HW(am) = j 
means that, with equal probability, HW(a) = j or HW(a) = 

a
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Figure 1: Effect of masking on the PMF of the Hamming 
Weight of a vector of uniform random signals. 



N-j. Because of the symmetry, we can no longer make a 
better-than-random guess on the Hamming Weight of the 
unmasked data value. As a result, we can no longer extract 
any useful side-channel information from the power trace 
of the circuit.  

Next, we will investigate the effect of masking on the PMF 
of non-uniform random signals.  

2.2 Case 2: Masking a non-uniform random signal 

We start from a netlist with N wires, so that there are N 
signals to mask. To create a non-uniform random 
distribution, we have to assume that some of these wires 
will not carry uniformly random data. There are many 
different possible distributions, and our analysis will 
therefore focus on a corner case: we will assume that some 
of the wires in the unmasked netlist do not change at all, 
but instead carry constants. This is not an overly artificial 
assumption. For example, [13] shows that the masked key 
schedule of a block cipher contributes a large number of 
constants. Let's assume that a contains n1 random wires 
and n2 wires which are tied to 1. a is given by 
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The PMF of HW(a) still has a binomial distribution. 
However, in this case the distribution does not start at the 
origin, but rather at n2. The width of the binomial is n1. 
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The effect of masking on the resulting distribution is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The same argument as before can be 
made. The overall PMF for HW(am) is the combination of 
the PMF for HW(a) when the mask bit is 1 and 0 
respectively. When the mask bit is 1, all bits of a will be 
inverted, so the resulting hamming weight is mirrored 
around N/2. The result is that the PMF for HW(am) 
contains two distributions, which are non-overlapping (one 
is aligned to the origin, the second is aligned to N). If the 
proportion of constant signals n2 would increase further, 
the separation would become even more pronounced. In 
the limit, assuming that n2 = N, the PMF of HW(am) 
would be identical in shape to the PMF of m. In that case, 

it would be possible for an outside observer to perfectly 
determine m. 

Thus, from the perspective of side-channel analysis, the 
separation of the overall PMF of HW(am) into two smaller 
PMFs is a weakness. Indeed, if we can identify individual 
PMF, we are able to use the observed power level directly 
as an estimate for the mask bit. If the power level is 
smaller than a certain threshold value (equivalent to N/2), 
we assume that the sample must be part of the first PMF, 
otherwise, we assume it is part of the second PMF. This is 
the basis for the attack presented in [13].  

We can evaluate the amount of separation of the two 
'peaks' in the PMF of am as follows. The first peak is 
located at n1/2 = (N-n2)/2. The second peak is located at N 
- (N-n2)/2. The distance between both peaks is the 
difference of these two, which is n2. In other words, the 
amount of separation depends only on the number of 
constant signals in the netlist.  

We can do this analysis also for a distribution of a that 
contains constant-1 wires, constant-0 wires, and random 
wires: 
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Adding constant-0 wires to a netlist will not directly affect 
the PMF of the unmasked netlist, because the 0-wires do 
not contribute Hamming Weight. However, if we mask a 
netlist with constant-0 wires, then those wires will directly 
reflect the value of the mask bit, and thus affects the PMF 
of HW(am). The analysis of this case is similar to the one 
above, and we only summarize the conclusions. For a 
netlist with a distribution as given by (8), the PMF of 
HW(am) will contain two smaller PMF distributions which 
are mirrored around N/2, and which are separated by 
abs(n2 - n3), i.e., the difference between the number of 
constant-1 and the number of constant-0 wires. 

These results are for an idealized case with uniformly 
random wires and constant wires. In real circuits, there will 
be wires which are neither uniformly random nor constant. 
For example, the output of an gate which ANDs two 
uniformly random signals will be skewed so that the output 
contains a '1' on 1/4 of all the AND evaluations. Such 
skewed signals introduce asymmetry in the PMF of the 
unmasked netlist. Also asymmetry results in non-perfect 
overlap of the masked PMF, which, in turn, may enable a 
side-channel attack on the masked netlist. 

In the following section, we describe a simple technique, 
and its associated implementation, to improve the overlap 
of the sub-PMF of the masked netlist. Using a low-cost 
preprocessing technique, we can improve the side-channel 
resistance of Boolean masking.  

a

0 N 0 1

m

1/2 1/2

am

0 Nn2
n1 N/2

Figure 2: Effect of masking on the PMF of a vector  
of non-uniform random signals containing constant '1'. 



3. AN EQUALIZATION SCHEME  
The idea of equalization is illustrated in Figure 3. As a 
result of Boolean masking, the PMF of the Hamming 
Weight HW(a) is mirrored around half of the total 
Hamming weight of the netlist. By equalizing a masked 
PMF, we intend to reduce the separation between the PMF 
for m=1, and the PMF for m=0. As shown in Figure 3, we 
do not make an assumption on the distribution of a. In 
Section 4, we will demonstrate that the PMF for actual 
circuits has a similar asymmetrical shape. We will present 
two strategies to achieve the effect of Figure 3: zero-order 
equalization and first-order equalization. We will also 
present sample implementations and the design steps 
needed to transform a masked netlist into an equalized 
masked netlist. 

3.1 Zero-order Equalization 

In zero order equalization, we aim to implement a linear 
shift of the PMF corresponding to a single mask bit value, 
as illustrated in Figure 3. A linear shift corresponds to 
modifying the Hamming weight of the entire netlist, which 
can be done by adding a net with specified Hamming 
weight (or loading) and with a specified value. The value 
and the weight of the net must be chosen such as to shift 
the lower PMF on top of the upper PMF. This reduces the 
distance A in Figure 3 to zero. A possible implementation 
of this technique is illustrated in Figure 4. In this example 
we assume that the lower PMF corresponds to a mask 
value of 0. We then feed the inverse of the mask bit in a 
chain of buffers, so that when the mask bit is 0, the 
Hamming weight of the overall circuit increases. When the 

mask bit is 1, the Hamming weight of the overall circuit is 
not modified. Note that it is also possible that the lower 
PMF corresponds to a mask value of 1. In that case, we 
need to feed the mask bit directly into the buffer chain, 
rather than inverting it first. It is easy to determine the 
required amount of capacitive loading. For example, we 
can simulate the masked netlist while tying the mask bit to 
0, and determine the average Hamming weight of the 
circuit. Next, we perform the same simulation while tying 
the mask bit to 1, and determine again the average 
Hamming weight. The difference of these two weights is A, 
and this corresponds to the required loading. 

3.2 First-order Equalization 

Zero-order equalization makes a global adjustment on a 
masked netlist. First-order equalization goes one step 
further, and attempts to compress the PMF resulting from 
zero-order equalization. The idea of first-order 
equalization is illustrated in Figure 5. We start from the 
PMF resulting from zero-order equalization, and we 
partition the PMF again into two parts. This is done 
through the generation of a selection signal Em. The 
subscript m indicates that Em is a masked signal, and that it 
is obtained through masked logic. The correction 
mechanism for first-order masking is similar to that of 
zero-order masking. When Em is low, we will increase the 
Hamming Weight of the netlist by a constant amount B. 
When instead Em is high, we will maintain the same 
Hamming Weight. The value of B is a function of the 
circuit under consideration, and can be derived from the 
PMF for the circuit under a constant mask value.  

Em is a one-bit estimate for the current Hamming weight of 
the circuit. If the current Hamming weight is below the 
average, Em should be zero. If the Hamming weight is 
above the average, Em should be one. If we assume a 
combinational circuit, the value of Em depends only on the 
primary inputs of the circuit. The selection function that 
generates Em can be created as follows. 
 
1. Create the Hamming weight PMF for the masked 

circuit while tying the mask bit to a constant 0. Obtain 
the average W for this PMF. 

am

0 N
N/2

A
am

0 N
N/2

before
equalization after

equalization

 
Figure 3: The objective of Equalization is to increase 

overlap in the PMF of HW(am). 
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Figure 4: Example implementation for a zero-order 

equalizer circuit. 
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Figure 5: First-order Equalization uses two different 

correction factors A1 and A2, depending on the value of a 
selection bit Em. 



2. Enumerate all primary inputs of the circuit and 
tabulate the corresponding Hamming weight for the 
circuit. For each entry, determine if that value is above 
or below W. If it is below, the selection value E should 
be 0. Otherwise, the selection value E should be 1. 

3. Implement the selection function by logic synthesis. 
4. Finally, create a masked version of the selection 

function, so that the signal Em is obtained. The 
masking of the selection function is important to avoid 
the introduction of additional side-channel leakage. 

A sample realization of a first-order equalization scheme is 
illustrated in Figure 6. Next to the 0-order equalizer, we 
attach a 1-order equalizer, which combines the circuit 
inputs and the mask bit to generate a selection signal Em. 
The selection signal then drives a capacitive load 
proportional to B (See Figure 5). Optionally, we may 
iterate step 2 and step 3 multiple times in order to include 
the Hamming weight of the equalizers in the overall circuit 
Hamming weight. In our experience however, the 
equalizer circuits are small compared to the masked circuit 
they protect (< 10% in size), so that their impact on the 
selection function is small. 

In the next section, we will present a series of experiments 
we did on a small cryptographic circuit to evaluate the 
circuit cost and the efficiency of the equalizers. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The simulation setup we use is illustrated in Figure 7. A 
stream of random 8-bit input samples in is masked in a 
single-bit Boolean masking scheme (Eq. 5), and connected 
to an SBOX (a cryptographic lookup table). The SBOX is 
implemented in Random Switching Logic [4]. The 
implementation is in terms of NAND, NOR and inverter 
gates, and the netlist was obtained through logic synthesis 
using Synopsys Design Compiler. A secret key is added to 
the output of the SBOX, and the output is eventually 
unmasked. We implement a logic simulation of this system, 
and collect the Hamming weight of the netlist during 

simulation. We only include the weight of the masked gate 
outputs in the Hamming weight; and the weight of the 
mask signal is not included. 

To evaluate the side-channel resistance of this setup, we 
mount a higher-order attack on the secret key value, using 
the folding mechanism described in [13]. The power model 
used by the correlation analysis is Hamming weight of the 
input. 

4.1 PMF Analysis and Equalization 

We initially simulated the RSL SBOX without any buffer 
for equalization and derived the PMF as shown in Figure 8. 
The maximum Hamming weight of the netlist is 1067, and 
the graph is symmetric around 534. Two non-overlapping 
PMF are clearly distinguishable, and the relative separation 
between their averages is 55.  

To implement zero-order equalization, we evaluate which 
part of the masked PMF corresponds to m=0. Then, we 
add a correction circuit as illustrated in Figure 4. The 
amount of loading added by the correction circuit is 
proportional to the average separation (55) between the 
non-overlapping PMF. We added a chain of 55 buffers. 
The resulting PMF of the entire SBOX is illustrated in 
Figure 9. 
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Masked 
Selection
Function
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Figure 6: Implementation of a first-order equalization 

scheme for hardware masking. 
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Figure 7: The simulation setup includes an SBOX in 
Random Switching Logic, and evaluates a higher-order 

attack based on folding [13]. 
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Figure 8: Hamming weight PMF for the  SBOX (Figure 7) 
without any buffer for equalization. Two non-overlapping 

sub-PMF are clearly distinguishable. 



To implement first-order equalization, we first design the 
selection function as described in Section 3.2. The 
selection function drives a chain of buffers with length 
proportional to the width of the zero-order equalized PMF. 
We added a chain of 10 buffers. The resulting PMF of the 
entire SBOX is illustrated in Figure 10. 

4.2 Side-channel analysis 

As we expected, the setup with the non-equalized SBOX 
can be broken using a folding attack followed by CPA [13]. 
The height of the correlation peak obtained by the CPA, 
and based on the Hamming weight of the input is 0.3568. 

Next we consider the case of 0-order equalization. We can 
plot how the height of the correlation peak evolves as we 
gradually equalize the Hamming weight of the circuit by 
adding more buffers to the chain. This is shown in Figure 
11. The Y-axis of this curve illustrates the ratio of the 
correlation peak for the correct key to the maximal 
correlation peak of all other key guesses achieved by CPA. 
As long as the absolute value on Y axis is above 1, the 
CPA will identify the correct key. When it drops below 1, 
CPA points out the wrong key.  As we can see from Figure 
11, the X-axis is labeled with the number of buffers used 
for 0-order equalization. When 25 buffers are added, the 

two previously separated sub-PMFs begin to overlap. 
Accordingly, the ratio of the correlation peak starts 
decreasing. When around 55 (the average separation 
between the previous non-overlapping PMF)  buffers are 
integrated, the two sub-PMFs overlap to each other to the 
largest extent. The ratio turns out to be around 0.7 (<1) and 
the attack is unsuccessful. As the number of buffers 
increases further, the two sub-PMFs separate in an 
opposite direction, so the circuit can be successfully 
attacked again (|ratio| > 1). 

Finally, we consider the case of 1-order equalization.   The 
basic idea of 1-order equalization is to reduce the 
information leakage through compressing the PMF. 
Comparing Figure 8 and Figure 9, we can find after 1-
order equalization, the width of PMF decreases around 10, 
which is the number of buffers added after Em. The effects 
of 1-order  equalization is shown in Figure 11. As expected, 
1-order equalization makes larger part of the curves fall 
into the range [-1, 1], which means the circuit has less 
side-channel leakage and gets stronger protection.  

4.3 Circuit Cost 

Gate counts for the normal RSL SBOX, 0-order equalized 
SBOX and 1-order equalized SBOX are presented in Table 
1. 
 

Table 1: Circuit Costs (RSL gate counts) 
normal RSL SBOX 0-order SBOX 1-order SBOX

972 1027 1132 

 

From the normal RSL SBOX to the one with 0-order 
equalization, the increase of gate count is 55 (the number 
of buffers on mask). Compared with a 0-order SBOX, 1-
order SBOX costs 105 more gates, which is a combination 
of the Em generation circuit and the buffers after Em. We 
can see that the costs for the equalizers are not high, 
especially the 0-order equalizer. However, they provide us 
with much better security performance. Actually, in a real 
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Figure 10: Hamming weight PMF for the SBOX  
with 1-order equalization. 
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Figure 9: Hamming weight PMF for the SBOX  
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circuit, besides adding buffers, there are many other 
methods to implement equalization. For example, any way 
to increase the capacitance of Em can be considered as a 
solution for 1-order equalization. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper aims to reduce the correlation between the 
mask and the power consumption of a masked circuit. Its 
objective is to thwart higher-order attacks, which first 
remove the effect of the mask, and subsequently break the 
masking scheme. By analyzing Boolean hardware masking, 
we presented a solution to equalize the power PMF, 
including 0-order and 1-order equalizations. The first type, 
0-order equalization, minimizes the average separation 
between the previous non-overlapping sub-PMFs while the 
second one, 1-order equalization, compresses each sub-
PMF. The experimental results demonstrate that both 0-
order and 1-order equalizations are two effective and low 
cost solutions. 
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